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PWRLNGs fairly valued 

PWRLNGs only moved 0.5-2.5pts lower over the past 2 months amid the 

market sell-off, reflecting its sufficient liquidity profile and improving credit 

story.  At current valuations, we considered PWRLNGs fairly priced. 

 

Integrated developments to maintain gross margin above 30% 

Powerlong expects its gross margin in FY21 to be 1-2 pt lower than the 

high level of 36.1% in FY20. That said, the company is confident that its 

focus on developments of integrated commercial and residential projects 

will help protect gross margin above 30%. Given its established track 

record in the developments of integrated projects, Powerlong is in a good 

position in securing good quality projects at reasonable costs from local 

governments. As per the company, 60-70% of its attributable land 

premium payments are on acquiring integrated projects, and gross margin 

of 30% or above is one of its investment criteria for committing into new 

projects.   

 

Expect to stay in the green camp under “3 red-line” 

As at Dec’20, Powerlong’s net gearing, adj. liab-to-asset and cash/ST 

debts ratios were 75.6%, 69.9% and 135.4%, respectively.  Powerlong 

expects these metrics to stay in the green camp as at Jun’21. 

 

Refinancing risk is not a major concern 

Powerlong has prefunded the USD200mn bonds maturing in Sep’21 

through the issuance of USD200mn in May’21 (re-offer yield at 5.1%).  It 

has onshore bonds of RMB3bn puttable at par in Nov’21.  Powerlong is 

starting to communicate with investors on their intention.  Nonetheless, 

we are not too concerned on its near-term refinancing risk in view of its 

sufficient liquidity (cash/ST debts>100%), the upgrade of its onshore 

rating to AAA.  Its access to the USD bond markets should remain smooth 

taking a cue from the relatively resilient performance of its USD bonds. 
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